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TOWN OF EAST HADDAM 

SENIOR BUS OPERATOR 

PART-TIME 

 

Position Purpose: 

The purposes of this position are to be responsible for the operation of the Town of East Haddam’s two senior 

buses and for the safe and orderly transportation of passengers to and from their destinations.  Work includes 

completion of daily inspection of vehicle, fueling, interior and exterior cleaning of vehicles, maintaining 

accurate trip records, assisting passengers as required, receiving and accounting for fares, radio and phone 

communications and other related duties as assigned by the Senior Services Coordinator or her designee.  The 

Senior Bus Operator is required to uphold the values of the Senior Center and the Town and act with integrity 

and responsibility, deliver quality services, treat all people with dignity and respect and constantly pursue 

excellence. 

 

Supervision: 

Supervision Scope: Performs responsible duties requiring independent judgment and initiative in planning, 

organizing and operating the senior services buses.  Also performs a variety of duties requiring a basic 

knowledge of the special needs of the elderly. 

 

Supervision Received:  Works under the direction of the Senior Services Coordinator or her designee; follows 

established polices where appropriate. Receives policy direction from the Senior Services Coordinator or her 

designee. 

 

Supervision Given:  Supervises passengers and provides instructions as needed. 

 

Job Environment: 

Buses are stationed and fueled at the Public Works Garage.  Driving duties are performed in a moderately quiet 

vehicle and requires the operation and utilization of a 12 and a 23 seat bus. 

 

Any administrative work relating to the bus schedule is performed in a moderately quiet office at the Senior 

Center.   

 

Errors in judgment or omissions could result in delays in service and injury to others or vehicle. 

 

Essential Functions: 
(The essential functions or duties listed below are intended only as illustrations of the various types of work that may be performed.  

The omission of specific statements of duties does not exclude them from the position if the work is similar, related or a logical 

assignment to the position.) 

 

 Inspects the vehicle daily prior to beginning route.  Follows a prescribed checklist in reviewing the vehicle’s 

operational and safety features; records all repair needs/problems on checklist and reports findings requiring 

immediate attention to the Public Works Director or his designee; completes check of all fluids and 

maintains proper level; adds fuel to vehicle; keeps track of miles operated and schedules required preventive 

maintenance; washes and cleans vehicle inside and outside as required or as scheduled, whichever comes 

first. 

 

 Maintains accurate daily trip logs (driver’s manifest) and provides necessary data for the town’s accounting 

system and operational report as required; completes all records daily and follows reporting procedures as 

required; receives and accounts for all fares as collected daily. 
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 Uses sound judgment in following dispatch instructions, being able to recognize, create, and follow logical 

sequences for pick-up and drop-off of passengers in an efficient manner.  

 

 Observes all traffic laws, especially those related to public transportation; ensures that all passengers are 

seated in accordance with accepted safety standards.  

 

 Assists both ambulatory elderly persons and passengers with disabilities from the ground level door of their 

residence into the vehicle and vice versa.  Bus Operators are not allowed to move persons in wheelchairs 

up/down stairs.  Bus Operators are not to enter a passenger’s home except in extreme emergency. 

  

 Provides information regarding the Town’s services to passengers.  

 

 Attends training classes provided by the Town as required and successfully completes each course.  Training 

will include; but not be limited to, substance abuse awareness, special needs assistance techniques, and 

driving skills.  Must follow vehicle emergency procedures as instructed by the Town.  

 

 Take and successfully pass a drug and alcohol test for pre-employment, as well as at random, reasonable 

suspicion, and post-accident as deemed appropriate by the Town’s current approved drug testing policy. 

 

 Works over scheduled hours as required.  

 

 Basic Bus Operator Schedule is as follows: 

 

Tuesday & Thursday Shopping 9:00 a.m. to 1:30/2:00 p.m. 

Wednesday Various Trips 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 

One Friday Per Month During 

the School Year 

Windham Shopping               

& Lunch 

8:30/9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 

One Friday Every Two Months Foot Doctor 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon 

Random Trips During Year Recreational On Call 

  

 

Minimum Required Qualifications: 

 

Education, Training and Experience: 

The qualifications required would generally be acquired with a High School diploma or general education 

degree (GED) and five (5) years driving experience, with a good driving record for the preceding two (2) years. 

 

Special Requirements: 

Must possess a valid Connecticut Commercial Operator’s License –CDL with all required endorsements 

including a public service endorsement. 

 

Knowledge, Ability and Skill: 

Knowledge:  

 Must be able to perform all duties associated with operating a vehicle including handicapped wheelchair lift 

in keeping with all federal and state laws relating to operation and safety and be physically able to lift 60 lbs. 

 Basic knowledge of the special needs of the elderly. 

 Basic knowledge in record keeping and statistics. 
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Ability:  

 Ability to learn, to interpret, and to apply the Town’s policies and work independently without immediate 

and constant supervision.  

 Ability to maintain a good working relationship with all co-workers and the general public and to use good 

judgment in recognizing scope of authority. 

 Ability to organize and direct an emergency response should such situation arise. 

 Ability to pass a DOT physical performed by Town’s selected physician.   

 

Skill:  

 Skill in the safe operation of a multi-passenger vehicle on narrow public and private ways.  These skills 

include turning and backing into locations with tight clearances and possible obstacles. 

 Excellent verbal and written communication skills. 

 Excellent listening skills. 

 Aptitude for working with people and maintaining effective working relationships with various groups. 

 Skills associated with organizing bus routes. 

 

Working Conditions 

 Work hours will not exceed more than 20 hours per week, which would include mandatory staff meetings 

and training seminars at a minimum of quarterly.  

 A probationary period of 90 days will apply with evaluation each month, and annually thereafter.  

 An inability to work must be reported at least one (1) hour before normal reporting time.  

 A two (2) week notice must be given when resigning.  

 

Physical and Mental Requirements: 

 

Work Environment 
 None Under 1/3 1/3 to 2/3 Over 2/3 

Outdoor Weather Conditions  X   

Work in high, precarious places X    

Work with toxic or caustic chemicals X    

Work with fumes or airborne particles  X   

Non weather related –extreme heat/cold X    

Work near moving mechanical parts X    

Risk of electrical shock X    

Vibration X    

 

Physical Activity 

 None Under 1/3 1/3 to 2/3 Over 2/3 

Standing   X  

Walking   X  

Sitting   X  

Talking & Hearing    X 

Using hands/fingers to handle/feel    X 

Climbing or balancing   X  

Stooping, kneeling, crouching, crawling  X   

Reaching with hands and arms   X  

Tasting or smelling  X   

Bending, pulling, pushing  X   

Other-Must be able to operate wheelchair lift   X  
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Lifting Requirements 

 None Under 1/3 1/3 to 2/3 Over 2/3 

Up to 10 pounds   X  

Up to 25 pounds   X  

Up to 50 pounds   X  

Up to 75 pounds X    

Up to 100 pounds X    

Over 100 pounds X    

 

Noise Levels 

 None Under 1/3 1/3 to 2/3 Over 2/3 

Very Quiet (forest, isolation booth) X    

Quiet (library, private office)  X   

Moderate noise (computer, light traffic)   X  

Loud Noise (heavy equipment/traffic) X    

Very Loud (jack hammer work) X    

 

 

Vision requirements  
__X__ Close vision (i.e. clear vision at 20 inches or less) 

__X__ Distance vision (i.e. clear vision at 20 feet or more) 

__X__ Color vision (i.e. ability to identify and distinguish colors) 

__X__ Peripheral vision (i.e. ability to observe an area that can be seen up and down or 

 left and right while the eyes are fixed on a given point) 

__X__ Depth perception (i.e. three dimensional vision, ability to judge distances and 

 spatial relationships) 

____ No special vision requirements 

 

 
(This job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer and employee.  It is used as a guide for 

personnel actions and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and requirements of the job change.) 

 

 

 

Signature:_________________________Date______________ 

                    Senior Bus Operator 

 

Signature:________________________Date________________ 

                   First Selectman 

 


